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A: It looks like this is just another case of the installer being outdated. The build has been modified by one of the maintainers since
2014 (every single version since 2.3.0 came from him); here's a list of changes: Version 2.0.1 came from "Mark Chazenbrough"
(also the author of popular Windows apps like Depressurizer, Console Commander, and C++) Version 2.0.3 came from "Eric P.
Nolan" (author of popular Windows apps like WinSim) Version 2.0.6 came from "Sam I Am" (author of KALIS) Version 2.0.9
came from "Eric L. (hope!)" (the author of the Windows AppLocker API and the online calculator for computing Windows hashes)
This change is what changed the output for static content. It's not very difficult to remove this behavior (remove the call to
GetFilesFromFolder) or fix it. I'll try to do that, but if you don't want to wait, you can download the project from here and install
manually (just delete the contents of.vs folder): Edit: As I said above, this is a known issue and I'm trying to fix it. I'll update here if
I'm successful. Edit 2: I succeeded. package tenants import ( "github.com/gophercloud/gophercloud"
"github.com/gophercloud/gophercloud/pagination" ) // ListOptsBuilder allows extensions to add additional parameters to the // List
request. type ListOptsBuilder interface { ToTemplateFields() (template.Fields, error) } // ListOpts allows the filtering and sorting of
paginated collections through // the API. Filtering is achieved by passing in struct field values that map to // the ControlURI
attributes for each property that you want to see returned. // Non-empty controls will be assumed to be filtering parameters. SortKey
allows // users to sort by various attributes, including name, which is the default // sort order when no sorting parameter is supplied.
SortOrder allows users to // sort in ascending or descending order. type ListOpts struct { 82138339de
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